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Introduction   
Magnetic micron-sized particles suspended in a non-magnetic 

fluid can be used in various ways in microfluidics, e.g. for bio-

molecule detection and/or extraction, or for micro-mixing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 (a) Magnetic particles (2.8 µm). (b) Magnetic particles functionalized with 

different bio-specific surface coatings. (c) FEM simulations of mixing by a 

magnetic particle chain [1]. 

 

When a rotating magnetic field is applied, magnetic particles 

form chains that periodically break up and reform (Fig. 1c). This 

induces chaotic mass-transport of bio-molecules and cells.  

 
We characterized the fluid flows induced by the rotating 

chains, for (i) the regime of rigid chain rotation and (ii) the 

regime in which chains periodically fragment and reform.  

 

Experimental methods 
Magnetic actuation experiments were conducted with super-

paramagnetic microparticles (3 μm) and fluorescent tracer 

particles (0.5-0.2 μm) in a closed fluid cell placed at the center 

of an octopolar electromagnetic system. We did both Particle 

Tracing Experiments and Mixing Experiments. 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 (a) The octopolar electromagnetic system. (b) A magnetic actuation 

protocol was executed to obtain the induced motion of the tracer particles 

(green) actuated by rotating magnetic particle chains (brown) at a fixed plane in 

the bulk of  the fluid. (c) For Mixing experiments, an additional field gradient was 

applied to attract the bead chains to the water-dye interface. 

  

   

  

 

 

  

Particle tracing results  
Particle tracing experiments were conducted by following the fluorescent 

tracer particles close to the rotating chains for both regimes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Particle tracing results for rigid rotating chains (a, b) and for breaking & reforming 

chains (c, d). (a) and (d) show the path of a tracer particle at different times. (b) and (c) 

depict the overall trajectories of the tracer particles, starting at different radial distances 

from the center (0,0) of the magnetic particle chains. The chain radius is scaled to unit 

length.  

 

For rigid rotating chains, the overall trajectories of the tracer particles are 

steady slightly modulated circles around the center of the chains. In the 

regime of periodic chain breaking and reformation, the tracer particle 

trajectories within the rotational range of the chain become chaotic. 

 

Mixing results 
The mixing induced by rotating chains, was evaluated by visualizing the 

spatial-temporal evolution of a blob of a dye of fluorescent particles. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Chaotic fluid mixing induced by the alternating topologies of a rotating magnetic 

particle chain. (a) The mixing of a water-dye system is shown qualitatively. The color bar 

indicates the intensity of the fluorescent dye (I). (b) Mixing index (M=var(I)/mean(I)2) is 

plotted as a function of the number of rotational cycles. In the unmixed state: M=1 and after 

15 rotational cycles, mixing has taken place and M drops to 0.1. The inset of (b) shows the 

average fluorescence intensity of the fluid, along with the calculated standard deviation.  

 

Conclusions 
The alternating topological changes of the rotating micro-particle chains, 

chain breakup and chain reformation, are key mechanisms to achieve 

local enhanced homogenization of fluids. This phenomenon can be used 

to enhance biochemical reactions.  
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